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Item 4 
Review of developments pertaining to the promotion and protection of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples: 
a) General debtte 

Joint statement wit^ Shimm Gaiko Centre 
Statement regarding the collection of the Ainu ancestral remains on the Hokkaido 
University campus. 

Thank you Chairperson, indigenous brothers and sisters, I would like to share my 
experience. 

In June of 2002, it came to our attention that the Hokkaido University was holding the 
remains of more than 1000 fellow Ainu men and women by an extremely inhumane 
storage method involving boxes full of bones categorized by body parts as well as bones 
tied with string. I have confirmed this with my very own eyes. (Please refer to the 
photos included in the attachment that I have prepared.) 

These human remains were collected mainly between 1920 and 1960 by researchers 
such as Professor Sakuzaemon Kodama who collected them by digging up burial 
grounds of our sleeping ancestors all over Hokkaido. Sakhalin and Kurile Islands. 
These researchers dug up these graves and took away the human remains as well as the 
burial goods such as swords and neck decorations, and occasionally they even stole the 
headstones. The known number of bodies collected by these researchers is 1004, but 
many more are said to exist, and the total amount of burial goods remains unknown. 

We would like to see our ancestors given the dignity of a suitable memorial, which must 
include an apology from the Hokkaido University, and where possible returned to their 
original resting place. 

Our people demand our rights be reioec^e^ with regard to this act of defilement against 
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our ancestors which have thus far been neglected because we believe that for all people 
whether indigenous or non-indigenous, leaving such issues unsolved between two 
different groups can produce a large negative impact on their relationship with each 
other. It is our duty to pass on to the next generation our feelings of the pain and sorrow 
produced by these researchers who collect the remains of other human beings and carry 
out studies on them. 

Article 13 of the United Nations draft declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples, of 
which the adoption is currently being discussed by the Commission on Human Rigfcts, 
specifies that Indigenous peoples have the right to the repatriation of human remains. 
From the perspective that other indigenous peoples have also experienced similar 
situations, it is imperative that this draft declaration be adopted as soon as possible. We 
ask for your support on this issue. 

Thank you Chairperson for providing us with this opportunity. 
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